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The structural behavior of the anti¯uorite Na2S, disodium

sul®de, has been studied under pressure up to 22 GPa by in

situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments in a diamond

anvil cell at room temperature. At approximately 7 GPa, Na2S

undergoes a ®rst phase transition to the orthorhombic

anticotunnite (PbCl2) structure (Pnma, Z = 4). The lattice

parameters at 8.2 GPa are a = 6.707 (5), b = 4.120 (3), c =

8.025 (4) AÊ . At approximately 16 GPa, Na2S undergoes a

second transition adopting the structure of the Ni2In-type

(P63/mmc, Z = 2). The lattice parameters at 16.6 GPa are a =

4.376 (18), c = 5.856 (9) AÊ . Both pressure-induced phases have

been con®rmed by full Rietveld re®nements. An inspection of

the cation array of Na2SO4 reveals that its Na2S subarray is

also of the Ni2In-type. This feature represents a new example

of how the cation arrangements in ternary oxides correspond

to the topology of the respective binary compounds. We

discuss analogies between the insertion of oxygen and the

application of pressure.
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1. Introduction

In 1985, O'Keeffe and Hyde reported a new approach to

describe the crystal structures of oxides (O'Keeffe & Hyde,

1985). In their model, emphasis was given to the cation

subarrays which, in many instances, adopt the structure of

either elements or simple alloys, the oxides being regarded as

oxygen-stuffed alloys. Among the examples given, some

present the peculiarity that both the cation array and the

corresponding alloy have the same structure and almost

identical unit-cell dimensions, as if the O/F atoms were

inserted into the interstitial sites of the element/alloy without

any signi®cant volume increase. This is the case of the phases

Ca2Si±Ca2SiO4 and Ca±CaF2 (O'Keeffe & Hyde, 1985).

It has been pointed out that these striking examples are not

isolated cases. For instance, the pairs of compounds CaGe±

CaGeO3 (MartõÂnez-Cruz et al., 1994), AlLn±AlLnO3 (Ramos-

Gallardo & Vegas, 1997), Cs3Bi±Cs3BiO3 (Zoche & Jansen,

1997) and Yb±YbOOH (Vegas & Isea, 1997) also exhibit

similar behavior. The same has been observed for the high-

pressure modi®cation of the BaSn alloy (CsCl-type) and the

cubic perovskite BaSnO3, both having the same topology and

dimensions (MartõÂnez-Cruz et al., 1994). In the latter case a

correlation has been established between oxidation and

pressure in the sense that the oxide adopts a cation arrange-

ment of a high-pressure phase of the alloy (MartõÂnez-Cruz et

al., 1994). Moreover, it has been suggested (Vegas & MartõÂnez-

Cruz, 1995; Vegas, 2000) that, in many oxides, the cation arrays

could be regarded as metastable analogues of element/alloy

phases which might exist under extreme conditions of pressure
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and/or temperature and which are stabilized by the presence

of the O atoms in the oxides.

These ideas led us to study simple binary compounds at high

pressures to see whether new phases occur and whether they

are topologically related to the cation subarrays in the

corresponding oxides. Such an approach had previously been

suggested by MartõÂnez-Cruz et al. (1994).

It is known that the ¯uorite-type compounds undergo phase

transitions under pressure, following the sequence ¯uorite!
cotunnite! Ni2In (Leger et al., 1995; Leger & Haines, 1997).

It can be expected that the anti¯uorite-type compounds would

follow a similar path. In a previous paper we have reported on

the anti¯uorite! anticotunnite transition in Li2S (Grzechnik

et al., 2000). Here we present a high-pressure study of anti-

¯uorite Na2S (Zintl et al., 1934), whose high-pressure phases

will be compared with the cation arrays in the structures of

Na2SO4. The high-pressure experiments were carried out by in

situ synchrotron angle-dispersive X-ray diffraction using a

diamond anvil cell (DAC) at room temperature.

2. Experimental

Finely ground samples of Na2S (Alfa-Aesar) with 99.9%

nominal purity were used for all experiments. A preliminary

X-ray diffraction experiment with Cu K� radiation revealed

the absence of any impurity in the sample. A least-squares

re®nement of the 2� values for 14 re¯ections, with silicon as

the internal standard, led to the unit-cell parameter a =

6.5384 (1) AÊ , V = 279.52 AÊ 3 in an acceptable agreement with

the previously reported value (a = 6.526 AÊ ) by Zintl et al.

(1934).

The high-pressure XRD experiments up to 22 GPa (T =

298 K) were carried out on the same batch of the sample. The

Na2S ®ne powder was always handled in glove boxes. It was

loaded into the diamond anvil cells without any pressure

medium.

Angle-dispersive X-ray powder diffractograms were

measured on the ID9 beamline at the European Synchrotron

Radiation Facility (Grenoble). Monochromatic radiation at

� = 0.43171 AÊ was used for pattern collection on image plates.

The images were integrated using the program FIT2D

(Hammersley et al., 1996) to yield intensity versus 2� diagrams.

The instrumental resolution (a minimum full-width at half

height of diffraction peaks) was 0.03�. To improve powder

averaging, the DAC was rotated by � 3�. The ruby lumines-

cence method (Mao et al., 1986) was used for pressure cali-

bration.

The sensitivity of Na2S precluded any use of a pressure

medium since there is no fully hydrostatic medium that could

be loaded together with such a sample into a diamond anvil

cell. It should be pointed out that, unlike in covalent solids, the

non-hydrostatic effects in ionic compounds are not severe. In

the case of our sample, this was con®rmed by well resolved

ruby luminescence bands in the entire pressure range studied

here. On the other hand, pressure inhomogeneity could also

affect the quality of the powder patterns and, hence, their full

Rietveld re®nements. For this reason, the Stephens function

(Stephens, 1999) was used in this work, as it incorporates the

anisotropic broadening of re¯ections due to strain, stacking

faults, shear stress and other effects that could develop under

not purely hydrostatic conditions.

3. Results

Diffraction diagrams measured at different pressures are

shown in Fig. 1. At pressures up to approximately 4.4 GPa all

the diffraction lines correspond to the cubic anti¯uorite

structure. At 6.4 GPa additional peaks appear, indicating the

onset of a phase transition. At 7.6 GPa the re¯ections corre-

sponding to the anti¯uorite phase completely disappear.

However, the peaks of the new phase were broad and weak,

indicating the poor crystallinity of the sample. After

annealing, at 423 K for 3 h, the diffractogram taken at a

pressure of 8.2 GPa showed sharper and more intense re¯ec-

tions. All the X-ray peaks of the new phase at 8.2 GPa were

Figure 1
Normalized X-ray powder diffraction patterns of Na2S at different
pressures. The wavelength is � = 0.43171 AÊ . Backgrounds are subtracted.

Table 1
Final atomic parameters for the anticotunnite structure of Na2S at
8.2 GPa.

x y z

S 0.2457(5) 1/4 ÿ0.1157(2)
Na(1) 0.0173(7) 1/4 0.1851(3)
Na(2) 0.1517(6) 1/4 0.5758(4)



indexed by means of the program DICVOL (Boultif & Louer,

1991) on the basis of an orthorhombic cell of dimensions a =

6.707 (5), b = 4.120 (3), c = 8.025 (4) AÊ (M20 = 7.1, F20 = 27.9).

The volume V = 221.74 AÊ 3 indicated that the number of Na2S

formula units in the unit cell is Z = 4. The systematic extinc-

tions, consistent with the space group Pnma, together with the

unit-cell dimensions suggested that the new orthorhombic

phase could have the anticotunnite (anti-PbCl2) structure. A

full Rietveld pro®le re®nement of the pattern at 8.2 GPa

(Fig. 2) was carried out using the program GSAS (Larson &

Von Dreele, 1994). The starting atomic coordinates were those

of the Cs and S atoms in Cs2S (Sommer & Hoppe, 1977). There

were no constraints on minimal NaÐS and NaÐNa distances.

The re®ned parameters were: the fractional coordinates,

isotropic thermal parameters, Chebyshev polynomial back-

ground (four terms), Stephens pro®le function (Stephens,

1999), cell parameters and the March±Dollase correction for

preferred orientation. The same strategy and sets of structural

and global parameters were

used for the other Rietveld

re®nements discussed below.

The re®nement converged to

R(F2) = 0.08. The ®nal atomic

and lattice parameters are given

in Table 1 and the interatomic

distances are collected in Table

2. A projection of the structure

is represented in Fig. 3.

The anticotunnite phase is

stable up to 12.3 GPa. At

16.6 GPa a completely new

diffraction pattern is observed.

This indicates the existence of a

second phase transition to a structure which is stable up to at

least 22.0 GPa. This third polymorph can be decompressed

down to at least 9.6 GPa. To index the corresponding

diffractogram, only the sharp and well resolved peaks were

taken into account. The re¯ections could be indexed (Boultif

& Louer, 1991) on the basis of a hexagonal cell of dimensions

a = 4.4269 (2), c = 5.815 (2) AÊ at 9.6 GPa (M11 = 24.5, F11 =

33.9). The volume V = 99.03 AÊ 3 points towards Z = 2. The

systematic extinctions, consistent with the space group

P63/mmc, together with the cell dimensions, lead to a structure

assignment of the Ni2In type. This structure has all the atoms

in special positions with all the coordinates ®xed: S at 2(c) (1/3,

2/3, 1/4;); Na(1) at 2(a) (0, 0, 0) and Na(2) at 2(d) (1/3, 2/3, 3/4).

To con®rm this structure a Rietveld re®nement was carried

out, following the stategy described above, with the data

collected in the decompression run at 9.6 GPa. Convergence

was achieved at R(F2) = 0.126. The interatomic distances are

collected in Table 3. The observed and calculated diffracto-

gram is represented in Fig. 2 and the

structure is drawn in Fig. 4.

The pressure dependence of the

volume per Na2S formula unit, in all the

three phases, is shown in Fig. 5. Both

phase transitions, anti¯uorite! antico-

tunnite and anticotunnite ! Ni2In, are

®rst order in character with relative

volume changes of 8% at 6.4 GPa and

10% at 16.6 GPa, respectively.

It should be noted that all the

observed transformations are reversible

and anti¯uorite structured Na2S is

recovered at ambient pressure. Upon

decompression, large hysteresis is

observed and the Ni2In and antico-

tunnite types are stable down to at least

9.6 and 2.7 GPa, respectively.

4. Discussion

The results of this study show that, at

room temperature, Na2S undergoes two

reversible phase transitions, i.e. an anti-
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Figure 2
Observed, calculated and difference X-ray diffraction pro®les of both orthorhombic Na2S and
hexagonal Na2S. Vertical markers indicate Bragg re¯ections.

Table 2
Interatomic distances (in AÊ ) in the anticotunnite phase of Na2S at 8.2 GPa.

Na±Na Prisms Na±Na Interprisms S±Na

Na(1)ÐNa(2)i 3.220 (5) Na(2)ivÐNa(1)i 3.034 (3) SÐNa(2)vii 2.557 (4)
Na(1)iiÐNa(2)iii 3.220 (5) Na(2)ivÐNa(1)iii 3.034 (3) SÐNa(2)viii 2.660 (3)
Na(1)iÐNa(2)i 3.264 (4) Na(2)ivÐNa(2)i 3.136 (5) SÐNa(2)ix 2.660 (3)
Na(1)iiiÐNa(2)iii 3.264 (4) Na(2)ivÐNa(2)iii 3.136 (5) SÐNa(2)x 2.742 (5)
Na(1)ÐNa(1)i 3.510 (1) Na(2)ivÐNa(1)v 3.148 (5) SÐNa(1)xi 2.765 (4)
Na(1)iiÐNa(1)iii 3.510 (1) Na(2)ivÐNa(1)v 3.148 (5) SÐNa(1)xii 2.765 (4)
Na(1)ÐNa(1)ii 4.119 (1) Na(1)viÐNa(1)i 3.625 (4) SÐNa(2)vii 2.558 (4)
Na(1)iÐNa(1)iii 4.119 (1) Na(1)viÐNa(1)iii 3.625 (4) SÐNa(1)viii 3.051 (4)
Na(2)iÐNa(2)iii 4.119 (1) SÐNa(1)ix 3.051 (4)

Symmetry codes: (i) xÿ 1
2 ; y; 1

2ÿ z; (ii) x; 1� y; z; (iii) xÿ 1
2 ; 1� y; 1

2ÿ z; (iv) ÿ 1
2ÿ x; 1ÿ y; zÿ 1

2; (v) xÿ 1; y; z; (vi)
ÿ 1

2ÿ x; 1ÿ y; 1
2� z; (vii) x; y; zÿ 1; (viii) 1

2ÿ x; 1ÿ y; zÿ 1
2; (ix) 1

2ÿ x;ÿy; z; (x) 1
2� x; y; 1

2ÿ z.
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¯uorite ! anticotunnite transition at approximately 7 GPa

and a further anticotunnite ! Ni2In transition at approxi-

mately 16 GPa. For Na2S these transitions could be expected

because Li2S also undergoes a pressure-induced anti¯uorite

! anticotunnite transition at approximately 12 GPa

(Grzechnik et al., 2000), while Cs2S adopts the anticotunnite

structure at ambient pressure (Sommer & Hoppe, 1977). The

behavior of Na2S resembles that of BaF2, which also follows

the transition path ¯uorite ! cotunnite ! Ni2In at high

pressures (Leger et al., 1995), corresponding to the following

coordination changes of the cation: 8! 9! 11, respectively.

4.1. Description of the structures

The anticotunnite structure can be

described following the model of

Sommer & Hoppe (1977) for Cs2S, i.e.

the S atoms form an irregular h.c.p.

array in which all the octahedral holes

are occupied by Na(2), whereas Na(1)

atoms are inserted into one half of the

tetrahedral holes. The Na(2) atoms

are slightly shifted off the center of

the octahedron leading to a coordi-

nation number of 5 + 1. Looking at the

distances given in Table 2, it is seen

that seven of the nine SÐNa distances

are shorter than those of the anti-

¯uorite phase (2.819 AÊ ) at ambient

pressure. The anticotunnite structure

can also be described in terms of chains of triangular prisms of

Na atoms (see Fig. 3). The prisms are sharing lateral edges and

form walls parallel to the ab plane. All atoms in the structure

are situated at y = 1
4,

3
4, so that adjacent walls are shifted by b/2.

The S atoms are lodged into these trigonal prisms and are

coordinated by nine Na atoms, six of them forming the prisms

and three additional Na atoms which cap the lateral faces of

the prisms, which belong to adjacent walls and are situated at

the same y coordinate as the S atoms. The two crystal-

lographically independent Na atoms have different coordi-

nation numbers. Na(1) atoms are fourfold coordinated into an

S4 tetrahedron and the Na(2) atoms are hexacoordinated into

an S6 octahedron. A third way of describing this structure is by

means of the clusters depicted at the bottom of Fig. 3 (Simon,

1981; Vegas & MartõÂnez-Ripoll, 1992). These clusters are

fragments of either a b.c.c. (body-centered cubic) or f.c.c.

(face-centered cubic) net.

Table 3
Interatomic distances (in AÊ ) in the Ni2In phase of Na2S at 9.2 GPa (e.s.d.'s 0.003 AÊ ).

NaÐNa Prisms NaÐNa Interprisms SÐNa

Na(1)iÐNa(1)ii 2.914 Na(2)ÐNa(1)xi 2.943 SÐNa(2)xv 2.557
Na(1)iiiÐNa(1)iv 2.914 Na(2)ÐNa(1)xii 2.943 SÐNa(2)xvi 2.557
Na(1)iÐNa(2)v 2.943 Na(2)ÐNa(1)xii 2.943 SÐNa(2)xvii 2.557
Na(1)iiiÐNa(2)vi 2.943 Na(2)ÐNa(1)xiii 2.943 SÐNa(2) 2.914
Na(1)iiÐNa(2)vii 2.943 SÐNa(2)xviii 2.914
Na(1)ivÐNa(2)viii 2.943 SÐNa(1) 2.943
Na(1)ixÐNa(1)x 4.429 SÐNa(1)ix 2.943
Na(1)iiÐNa(1)iv 4.429 SÐNa(1)x 2.943
Na(2)iiÐNa(2)iv 4.429 SÐNa(1)xi 2.943

SÐNa(1)xii 2.943
SÐNa(1)ii 2.943

Symmetry codes: (i) x; y; 1� z; (ii) xÿ y; x; 1
2� z; (iii) 1� x; y; 1� z; (iv) 1 � xÿ y; x; 1

2� z; (v) xÿ y; xÿ 1; 1
2� z; (vi)

1� xÿ y; xÿ 1; 1
2� z; (vii) xÿ y; xÿ 1; zÿ 1

2; (viii) 1� x ÿ y; xÿ 1; zÿ 1
2; (ix) x; 1� y; z; (x) 1� x; 1� y; z; (xi)

xÿ y; 1� x; 1
2� z; (xii) 1� xÿ y; 1� x; 1

2� z; (xiii) x; 1� y; 1 � z; (xiv) 1� x; 1� y; 1� z; (xv) xÿ y; x; zÿ 1
2; (xvi)

1� xÿ y; x; zÿ 1
2; (xvii) 1� xÿ y; 1� x; zÿ 1

2; (xviii) x; y; zÿ 1.

Figure 3
Crystal structure of anticotunnite Na2S at 8.2 GPa, projected along the b
axis, showing the zigzag chains of trigonal prisms. At the bottom, the
clusters de®ned by Simon (1981) are shaded. Large and small circles are
Na and S atoms, respectively. Black and grey circles represent atoms at
y = 1

4 and y = 3
4, respectively.

Figure 4
The crystal structure of the Ni2In-type phase of Na2S viewed along the a
axis. Large and small circles represent Na and S atoms, respectively. Dark
and light circles are shifted by a/2 with respect to each other.



Comparing Figs. 3 and 4, it can be seen that the Ni2In-type

structure is closely related to that of anticotunnite. The walls

of trigonal prisms are present in both structures, but whereas

they are puckered (zigzag) in the PbCl2-type structure, they

are stretched in the Ni2In-type phase. The result of this

transformation is an increase in the coordination number of

the S atoms from 9 (anticotunnite) to 11 (Ni2In). A diffu-

sionless mechanism was proposed (O'Keeffe & Hyde, 1985)

for a similar transition existing in K2SO4 at high temperature.

Three of the 11 NaÐS distances for the new phase (see Table

3) are much shorter (2.54 AÊ ) than those of the anticotunnite

structure at 8.2 GPa.

4.2. Na2S and Na2SO4

An interesting aspect of this work is to compare the struc-

tures of Na2S with the cation array of the Na2SO4 oxide. At

ambient pressure, four phases are known for sodium sulfate

(Rasmussen et al., 1996). At room temperature, the stable

phase is Na2SO4-V (thenardite, Fddd). Its cation array forms a

network which is related to the cation array of spinels. At

higher temperatures the phases ÿIII (463 K, Cmcm, Z = 4),

ÿII (493 K, Pbnm, Z = 4) and ÿI (543 K, P63/mmc, Z = 2)

have been observed. These three phases are isotypic with

olivine (Mg2SiO4) and one of them (the phase II) is isostruc-

tural with it. As occurs with all the olivine-like structures

(O'Keeffe & Hyde, 1985), the Na2S subarrays, in the high-

temperature phases I, II and III of Na2SO4, are of the Ni2In-

type (see Fig. 6). Moreover, the space group of phase I

(P63/mmc) is the same as that of the high-pressure phase of

Na2S itself. Thus, the structure of the high-pressure phase of

the Na2S binary compound has been stabilized in the ternary

oxide Na2SO4. Also, in this case we can establish a correlation

between oxidation and pressure as it has been observed in the

system BaSn±BaSnO3 (MartõÂnez-Cruz et al., 1994). However,

in this case we can quantify the pressure effect of the O atoms.

Insertion of four O atoms per Na2S virtually produces the

same effect as the pressure of 16 GPa, stabilizing the Ni2In-

type structure of Na2S. However, the similarity between the

Na2S arrangements only applies to the topology. With respect
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Table 4
NaÐNa and SÐNa distances (in AÊ ) in the Ni2In-type array of the
Na2SO4 (I, II and III) phases.

Phase NaÐNa prisms NaÐNa interprisms SÐNa

Na2SO4-I 2 � 3.67 4 � 3.64 3 � 3.14
4 � 3.64 6 � 3.64
3 � 5.44 2 � 3.67

Na2SO4-II 2 � 3.57 2 � 3.42 1 � 3.10
4 � 3.74 2 � 3.61 1 � 3.15
3 � 5.31 1 � 3.09

2 � 3.54
2 � 3.66
2 � 3.57
2 � 3.58

Na2SO4-III 2 � 3.49 4 � 3.72 1 � 3.05
4 � 3.29 2 � 3.16
3.293 � 5.63 4 � 3.57

2 � 3.50
2 � 3.58

Figure 5
Pressure dependence of volumes per formula unit, under compression,
for the three phases of Na2S. Z = 4 for the cubic (anti¯uorite) and the
orthorhombic (anticotunnite) phases and Z = 2 for the hexagonal (Ni2In-
type) phase.

Figure 6
The crystal structure of the high-temperature phase Na2SO4-I (P63/mmc,
543 K) projected along the b axis. The Na2S subarray (Ni2In type) has
been outlined by drawing the Na±Na contacts forming the trigonal prisms
where the S atoms are inserted (compare with Fig. 4). Adjacent chains of
trigonal prisms are shifted by half of the projection axis. Large, medium
and small circles represent Na, S and O atoms, respectively. The ®gure
shows the disorder observed in the O atoms.
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to dimensions, the structure of Na2SO4-I is an expansion of the

topologically equivalent Ni2In-type structure of Na2S. This

expansion precludes any interpretation of the similarity in

topologies in terms of the similar size of the S2ÿ and SO4
2ÿ

anions. Table 4 summarizes all the NaÐNa and the 11 SÐNa

distances for the three high-temperature phases of Na2SO4 for

a comparison with the corresponding data for Na2S, which

were collected in Table 3.

A comparison of the structures of sul®des and sulfates

reveals that this is not the only example in which the structure

of the sul®de is reproduced in the sulfate. Thus, the anti¯uorite

structure of Li2S is found in the high-temperature phase of

Li2SO4 (Nilsson et al., 1980) and the anticotunnite structure of

Cs2S is reproduced in the room-temperature phase of Cs2SO4

(Weber et al., 1989).

The anticotunnite-type structure is not observed in any of

the four modi®cations of Na2SO4. It is known that at relatively

low pressures (up to 3 GPa) and temperatures from 373 to

573 K, two additional phases seem to exist, as deduced from

DTA studies (Pistorius, 1965; Secco & Secco, 1992) with a

possibility that any of these phases could form the antico-

tunnite structure for the Na2S subarray. X-ray high-pressure

experiments would be interesting in order to determine the

structure of these HP polymorphs.

5. Conclusions

This high-pressure study provides a new example of how, in

oxides, the cation arrays maintain the structure of the corre-

sponding binary compound under pressure, allowing for a

correlation between oxidation and pressure. The similarity of

the cation sublattices of the high-temperature phase of

Li2SO4, Na2SO4 and Cs2SO4 to Li2S (anti¯uorite), Na2S

(Ni2In) and Cs2S (anticotunnite), respectively, seems to

support the idea that, although no chemical bond is to be

expected between the cations, some kind of recognition could

exist between them, in spite of being embedded in an oxygen

matrix. The recognition does not only produce similar topol-

ogies of the Na2S arrays, but also comparable values of the

NaÐNa distances in both the sulfate and the Na metal. From

the work reported here, it is clear that the analysis of the

cation arrays is not a mere descriptive tool. We believe that

such structural relationships between alloys and oxides could

be helpful for understanding the systematics of pressure-

induced phase transitions in these materials.
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